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 1401 شهریورماه EPTآزمون  بخش اول گرامر سؤالات 

26. Most of the necessary nutrients our body needs ………. from the foods we eat. 

1) obtained   2) to be obtained 3) are obtaining 4) can be obtained 

27. The history of textile is almost as old ………. human civilization. 

1) as   2) as that  3) than   4) the same 

28. Can you guess ………. the sales documents? 

1) whom did the ask to prepare   2) did the ask to prepare whom 

3) whom to prepare they ask   4) whom they ask to prepare 

29. At no time, ………. for your social security number or credit card information. 

1) will ask us  2) we don’t ask 3) we will ask  4) will we ask 

30. The FDA recommended that the boosters ………. six months after the second dose. 

1) given   2) be given  3) would give  4) to give 

31. The doctor wanted to hospitalize her for a few days so that ………. some tests. 

1) he was running 2) to run  3) for him to run 4) he could run 

32. I would rather do anything else ………. grade your final papers. 

1) than   2) as   3) to   4) but 

33. He ………. overtime every day for the past several months. 

1) had worked  2) was working 3) works  4) has been working 

34. This time, he didn’t even pretend ………. sympathy for migrants. 

1) for having  2) having  3) to have  4) that had 

35. She ………. tired; she slept all the way to Oakland, California. 

1) could have been 2) should be  3) must have been 4) must be 

36. ………. selected as one of the top 20 students pleased her parents. 

1) While she was 2) That she was 3) She was  4) She 

37. The match ………. unless the weather changes soon. 

1) has delayed  2) had been delayed 3) would delay 4) will have to be delayed 

38. It’s possible for dolphins to stay under water ………. 15 minutes before needing a breath. 

1) so long that  2) as long as  3) until   4) as soon as 

39. Generally speaking, Florida has ………. weather than the rest of the US. 

1) much warmer  2) the warmer  3) the warmest  4) warmest 

40. ………. to accept the other job offer, please let me know. 

1) You should decide 2) You decide  3) Should you decide 4) Have you decided 

41. Neither the officers nor the suspect ………. injured. 

1) were   2) weren’t  3) was   4) wasn’t 
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42. During the summer, I lost 20 pounds and began ………. three days, running three days, 

and taking a day off. 

1) working out  2) to work out  3) workout  4) worked out 

43. Guests at Walt Disney World are not required to wear masks ………. 

1) no longer  2) no more  3) any longer  4) any long 

44. Ever since I ………. making others feel great about themselves. 

1) am a child, I’ve enjoyed   2) am a child, I will enjoy 

3) was a child, I enjoyed   4) was a child, I’ve enjoyed 

45. Production increased by 1.5% after ………. of the new assembly line. 

1) introduction  2) introducing  3) introducing that 4) the introduction 

46. It is quite likely that the peace talks ………. 

1) will fail  2) fail   3) failing  4) had been failed 

47. This country ………. one of the oldest parliaments in the world. 

1) believed to have    2) believing to have had 

3) is believed to have    4) has believed in having 

48. The exhibition this year will differ from previous years …….. all the exhibitors are local artists. 

1) as if   2) in that  3) providing  4) however 

49. Steve encouraged all his friends and neighbors ………. their laptops from the company. 

1) to buy   2) bought  3) buy   4) buying 

50. The path was very dark, ………. we managed to find our way. 

1) for   2) so   3) yet   4) or 
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 پاسخنامه کلیدی

 پاسخ  شماره سوال  پاسخ  شماره سوال 

26 4 41 3 

27 1 42 2 

28 4 43 3 

29 4 44 4 

30 2 45 4 

31 4 46 1 

32 1 47 3 

33 4 48 2 

34 3 49 1 

35 3 50 3 

36 3   

37 4   

38 3   

39 3   

40 4   

 


